Host EvilMCSA says:
Last Time on Star Trek: A Call To Duty: USS-Tal-War:  The crew have been given the task of testing new protocols for ensuring ship assembly has been done correctly and to iron out any bugs that are in any system on the ship.
Host EvilMCSA says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin USS Tal-War>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::sitting in the CO chair wondering once again just why she is Captain::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: The Tal-War is crusing through the system local to SB231 at half impulse
FCO_Ranahi says:
::sat at Flight Control, checking to see exactly what he can do to break it this time::
XO_McRae says:
::going up and down in the TL, just to make sure it doesn't break.::
CEO_Lite says:
::He steps onto the bridge and looks around briefly. After a short pause he crosses over and heads to the Engineering console where he promptly logs in and begins a rull systems diagnostic on teh M/ARA::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::sitting in the OPS chair wondering once again where the reset button is::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: Remember that research project I asked you to do?               Did you ever figure out what Starfleet Command was hooked on when they promo-ed me?
XO_McRae says:
*CO*: I found traces of bloodwine and some very strong hallucenigenic drugs in their systems, but nothing too serious.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: Nuts.         Well thanks for trying.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: How is the turbolift testing coming along?        I don't have an XO that's a big puddle of jelly do I?
XO_McRae says:
::wishes Doyle were still on the ship.  no one broke a TL like Doyle::
CEO_Lite says:
::He reviews some of the results of the tests and checks over several key systems. His eyes skim over a ship schematic and he checks several gold indicators on his console::
XO_McRae says:
*CO*: It seems to be working, but I think I'll continue using the transporters to move about the ship.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Just to keep you updated, Captain, system tests on non-critical systems are in progress. No problems found so far.
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: OPS panel decides to contridict the XO
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Thank you Mr. Korlak, I was just about to check with you.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: Yes please be careful, its a pain in the butt to break in a new XO.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: Engineering, how are things going down there?        I haven't received your report y et.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::glares at the OPS panel::
XO_McRae says:
*ENS_Standby*: I'm going to the bridge.  Get to the TL and keep riding it until I tell you otherwise.
XO_McRae says:
TL:Bridge.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Captain, turbolift 4a shows signs of abnormal gravity....er.. which one is Commander McRae in?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Oh dear Mr. Korlak, I believe that's the one he is in.
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: By a curious conincendence...4a is the TL the XO is in now
XO_McRae says:
::starts to feel very light on his feet::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: I just got a disturbing report about turbolift 4a and I believe that's the one that you are in.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Shutting down turbolift in case it reaches danger levels.
CEO_Lite says:
::Hearing the Captain he stands and quickly downloads a status report into his PADD. He marches over and hands it to Jorgaenson promptly and stands at attention:: CO: All key systems appear to be functioning at full capacity. I have teams monituring all critical systems, and surface tests are currently under-way.
XO_McRae says:
::suddenly, his left side feels heavy but the right stays light::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
Computer: Shut down power to turbolift 4a.
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: Lights, movement, and life support go out in TL 4a
Host OPS_Korlak says:
*CEO* We have a problem in Turbolift 4a, crew member is inside, please send someone to check on it.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: Thank you Mr. Lite, very efficient.     Perhaps you should head down to engineering now.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::watches CEO Lite head out::
XO_McRae says:
::punches through a panel in the ceiling of the TL and climbs out::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: OPS Panel registers no life form in TL 4a
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: Are you okay Mr. McRae?
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::eyes widen::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*TR*: Can you beam Mr. McRae from turbolift 4a to the bridge?
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Captain...er.. I think... er... I've killed the XO....
XO_McRae says:
*CO*: Yes ma'am, just climbing to the bridge.  Don't turn TL 4a back on any time soon please.
Host EvilMCSA says:
<TR> *CO*: Sir...there is no one in TL 4a
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::doesn't hear anything coming back::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*TR*: Use your head man, do a scan for the Commander!
XO_McRae says:
::continues his climb to the bridge.  is very glad it's only a couple decks::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Never mind Mr. Korlak, he decided to not wait for help.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
;:gives the CO a look of relief, and mops the sweat from his ridged brow::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: ::grin::         I wouldn't have done too much to you Mr. Korlak.        After all, this is not a Klingon ship.
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: OPS Panel indicates that one source of transportation to the Bridge has been blocked
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Of course on a Klingon ship you would now be the XO...        never mind, just get me those reports.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: And by the way, do you have any other reports coming in?         I have several missing.
XO_McRae says:
::wonders what the noise below him is:: *CO*: There's a noise below me, did you turn TL 4a back on?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::sits back in her chair again and waits for her XO to get back::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
*Engineering* Turbolift 4a is now a priority. Please check it out immediately.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: No we did not...
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: TL4a is moving slowly up
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: I would suggest you get out of the turbolift shaft now!
XO_McRae says:
::looks down and sees the TL moving::*CO*: Well, it's moving on its own then.::climbs faster::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: XO is between decks 3 and 4
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: TL4a is between 4 and 5 and rising
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: He should be safe, instruments show that 4a is shut down.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: What is this?             A possessed turbolift?       Do we need to do an exorcism?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Well since he can see it moving below him I suggest maybe the instruments are off!
CEO_Lite says:
*OPS* I'm on my way.  ::checks the computer concerning turbolift 4A, then heads out::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::frowns::
XO_McRae says:
::gets to deck 3 and hits switch to open doors manually::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: Try to get the emergency override before my XO is paste.
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: Doors open
XO_McRae says:
::climbs onto deck 3::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::biting cuticles worriedly::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
Computer: Computer, please confirm status of turbolift 4a.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Why can't we have one day where it is quiet and everything goes right?             ::rhetorical question::
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> OPS: Turbolift 4a is shutdown
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Computer: It can't be friggen shut down you stupid hunk of junk if it is moving!
CEO_Lite says:
::gets to the shaft and attempts to shut it down manually:: *OPS*  I'm at the lift shaft now, the computer shows that the lift is shutdown, I'm trying to shut it down manually.
XO_McRae says:
::watches the TL go by and wonders what is going on.  decides to take the jeffries tubes the rest of the way::
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> CO: Please restate request
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Computer: I am gonna restate something all right            ::mumble::
XO_McRae says:
*CO*: I'm transferring to the JT.  will be on the bridge soon.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: I thought you fixed this personality!
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: TL is now between decks 2 and 3
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: ::grins evilly::        Wonder if you can neck pinch a computer.
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: TL Shaft 4a is in is on the port side of the bridge...next to science 1 and engineering
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: We fixed the last personality. Starbase decided to refit some of the AI modules, though...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: What is it with my ship and Vulcan personalities!
XO_McRae says:
::finds nearest entrance to jeffries tubes and climbs in::
CEO_Lite says:
::struggles with the manual override, trying to get the lever to budge::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: The lever snaps
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: When you get a chance I need a complete personality overhaul on this stupid computer.           I can't have it go back to acting all logical and informing Sickby of when I miss appointments, etc.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: Any luck with the turbolift?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders why she keeps talking to people when they never answer her::
CEO_Lite says:
::curses under her breath and begins to pry open the panel:: *CO* No, Sir.  The lever broke off in my hand, I'm going to have to try to pull the wiring free.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: I still don't believe that the computer is wrong about this, Captain. Perhaps Mr McRae mistook the number of the shaft he was in?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: Well the priority is less now that my XO is free.           However that is the one lift to the bridge.
XO_McRae says:
::is still climbing to the bridge::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: You try telling your Executive Officer that he can't tell what shaft he is in and I will pick up the pieces.     ::grin::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: TL is now between decks 2  and 1 and accelerating
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: I wouldnt hurt him that much, Captain.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: I wasn't worried about you hurting him!
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::frowns, shakes his head, and mutters something about humans under his breath::
CEO_Lite says:
::pops the panel free and pulls the power coupling from the unit:: Self:  That should at least stop it...
FCO_Ranahi says:
::wonders if the Captain will warn people to stay away from the Turbolift doors::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits to hear news on the turbolift::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: I think perhaps a visual inspection on the turbolift might help. ::wanders over to the TL doors, and hits the manual override::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: The CEO is just a bit late as the TL is stopped by the top of the shaft....
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: An explosion occurs from the port TL shaft door...spilling onto the bridge
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::hears a very loud crash and winces::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Everybody down!
CEO_Lite says:
::studies the chipset behind the panel... jumps as she hears an explosion echoing through the liftshaft and stumbles backwards::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::is thrown back by the force of the explosion::
XO_McRae says:
::finally gets to the bridge as the TL crashes a bit::
FCO_Ranahi says:
::ducks slightly::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: The Science and engineering consoles on the bridge are pretty much trash....rubble is everywhere.....multiple injuries....nothing too severe and no unconsiceness
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::groans::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::pulls the FCO's boot out of his mouth, slowly::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::she groans as she gets up off the floor::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Anyone catch the number of that ship?
CEO_Lite says:
::climbs back to her feet:: *OPS*  Let me guess... the lift didn't stop?  How much damage?
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: ::cough:: I believe... the ::hack:: computer... was wrong, Captain.
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: large hole in port side of bridge....big hole leading to TL shaft
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::she climbs back into her chair and winces::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: You think Mr. Korlak?      ::heavy sarcasm::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
*CEO* ::looks around:: Severe damage to bridge consoles...  we're going to need a console refit.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
*Sickbat* Medical team to the bridge.
CEO_Lite says:
*Thompson*:  Assemble a repair team and get them working on the structural damage in Turboshaft 4A
FCO_Ranahi1 says:
::checks his console, seems to be working still::
MED_Snape says:
::looks up from his PADD and sighs:: *OPS* Yes, what is it NOW?
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::limps over to the FCO, and gives him his boot back::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*MED*: I need your reports Mr. Snape.
FCO_Ranahi1 says:
::eyes Korlak suspiciously::  OPS: Thank you, sir.
CEO_Lite says:
<Thomson> *CEO* Aye, sir.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
*MED* Accident on the bridge. Multiple injuries, nothing appears to be critical.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: When you get the damage reports, send them here.
MED_Snape says:
*CO* ::heavily sarcastical:: Do you, now. I was just contacted by Mister... er... Korlak. He seemed to be more in need of my valuable time.
MED_Snape says:
*OPS* I shall make myself available. Snape out.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*MED*: Don't take that tone with me mister.      Just do your job.          ::wincing again as she cuts off::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: What is it with medical people?!
CEO_Lite says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  I'll get started investigating the cause of this as well.
CEO_Lite says:
::looks at the panel again, trying to trace what is left of the wiring::
MED_Snape says:
::stalks out of the Sickbat and into the TL, somehow conveying the impression he is wearing a heavy dark cloak that's swishing behind him::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: I blame the hypocratic oath, Captain.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::touches her forehead and comes back with blood::      OPS: Does this look very messy?      ::she has a nice cut over her eye but the soot and ash make it hard to tell if its bad or not::
MED_Snape says:
::takes the second TL to the bridge(hope there IS one)::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: The scar will be impressive, Captain.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Um, thanks, I am not sure that is much help.
CEO_Lite says:
::shakes her head and pushes a cluster of wires out of the way:: Self: What's this?
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: The TL on the Starboard side is working
MED_Snape says:
::arrives on the bridge and scowls:: All: What did you do now?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::she wipes her arm across the cut and manages to get it even dirtier::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Self: Well that really helped.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: You needn't actually tell anyone that you got it in an accident. They will assume you are a great warrior, have faught bloody hand-to-hand battles, and sent hordes of your enemies screaming to the afterlife.
CEO_Lite says:
::removes the wiring and clearly sees a light blinking:: Aloud:  That shouldn't be there.
MED_Snape says:
::walks over to the CO and takes out tricorder and hypo:: CO: Keep still, woman. ::starts fixing the cut and other injuries::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Can you hand me that first aid kit under your console?         I need to clean the debris off.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
MED: I can handle this by myself, just check out the others.         ::pushes him away::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::looks around the bridge and groans at the mess::
MED_Snape says:
::growls:: CO: You will keep still or you will be sedated.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::looks under the console, and comes out with a med kit, which he hands to the Captain::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: We just had a refit and they cleaned the deck.         The Starbase engineers are not gonna be happy.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Hey, we can tell them this was all part of the bug testing!
MED_Snape says:
::finishes the CO - not bothering to give her anything for the pain - and goes to fix the others::
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: I see... er.. Captain, why are we concerned with their happiness, again?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
MED: Oh put a sock in it, you can't sedate me for just a little scratch on my head.           ::rolls eyes::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Well I am more concerned about their unhappiness.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
MED: ::just glares at the doctor::
MED_Snape says:
::turns from fixing the CTO's leg anf Glares at the CO:: CO: Watch me.
CEO_Lite says:
::tries to trace the wiring for the light::  CO:  Something, isn't right here, Captain.  There shouldn't be any power to this panel, but the connection is still active.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
MED: ::just makes rude gestures behind his back and ignores him::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: What does that mean?
MED_Snape says:
::scowls and looks around:: Self: What a bunch of dunderheads.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::glares at Mr. Snape's back again and rubs a throbbing forehead, too irritated to ask for painkilllers::
FCO_Ranahi says:
::turns on Snape in shock, expecting a court-martial there and then::
CEO_Lite says:
Captain:  It's almost like it's been crosswired.  There isn't much left of this panel, but there are still powercells showing active.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
MED: That's enough.       You have done your job, now go please.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: I am beginning to think any ship I Captain is going to be possessed.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::puts some distance between himself and the Medical Officer::
MED_Snape says:
::snaps fingers, remembering something:: CO: I was updating my files before you caused this mess. There seem to be an acute data shortage concerning crew physicals.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Why don't you go over and help the CEO.        Maybe with some assistance...
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Aye, Captain.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
MED: I did not cause any mess!
MED_Snape says:
CO: ::brushes the comment away:: Whatever. ::looks around in disdain:: 
CEO_Lite says:
::looks at the CO:: CO:  Captain, it's like that old Earth story about the people throwing their little wooden shoes in the machinery...
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
MED: A turbolift went out of control and crashed into the roof of the shaft, I can hardly be faulted for that.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
MED: And watch your tone with me. Mr. Snape.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: Are you saying we were sabotaged?
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::walks over to the CEO:: CEO: How does it look?
MED_Snape says:
::Raises an eyebrow and looks at the CEO:: CEO: Sabotage? On this ship?
Host OPS_Korlak says:
::eyes widen::
FCO_Ranahi says:
::raises an eyebrow::
CEO_Lite says:
CO:  Ay, sir.  That's the only thing that I can decypher.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: I want answers.           And I would like them yesterday.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Advise immediate ship-wide security lockdown, captain.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
MED: As for you, get the *bleep* off my bridge.
MED_Snape says:
::shakes head in irritation and walks over to the working TL:: All: Remember to come to the sickbat for your physicals. As soon as ::sneers:. *humanly* possible. ::enters TL, doors close::
CEO_Lite says:
::nods::  CO:  The power to this unit is still active and connected, and yet the computer indicates that power is down.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: What an unpleasant person.          ::shakes head in irritation::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: Look for a power signature, maybe we can figure out who did this.
FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Then, Captain, you should do something about her.
CEO_Lite says:
::nods:: CO:  Aye, sir.  ::scans the system for for some form of power signature.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: I will when the time is right Mr. Ranahi.       We have more to worry about at the moment than a medical officer who is acting true to form.
Host OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Captain, I strongly suggest an immediate shipwide security lockdown... ::wonders why the CO is more concerned with the MO's behaviour than the security implications::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: I am going to the mess hall to get something to eat, please have some answers for me when I return.
Host EvilMCSA says:
<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>..


